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About This Content

Extend your experience with the NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKER Season Pass! The Season Pass gives you access
to 9 Master Character Training Packs.

SEASON PASS BONUS:
Includes Jiraiya Costume with Shima & Fukasaku Replica.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core i3-8350K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 640

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 40 GB available space
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Great game if it was 2002, but not worth the electricity it cost for me to download. Especially not worth $5. No money system,
just a level system, and the "reviews" customers give you when you get them to their destination seems random. I delivered a
passenger safely and they asked if I got my license in a box of cereal. Irritated, I took another fare and did everything I could to
break my car. No damage physics, and the customer told me (after over a dozen collisions) that I was a taxi driving pro. Thanks
for stroking my ego.. huge fan of the dead rising series. i wanted to love this game but it is beyond broken. i did enjoy it while it
lasted even though it's a total detour from original dead rising mechanics and gameplay but i had to delete it twice. i forgot why i
had the first time so i reinstalled it and it crashed after loading up and i thought "hmm..maybe it's a fluke". next time it lets me
actually get into my saved game and i got about 4 minutes in before it crashed and realized why i deleted it before.. this is one
fine SHMUP/Bullet-Hell game for sure. Very cute graphics and a great soundtrack mixed with many difficulty options to suit
your skill level. loved it and would recommend it for sure.. LOVED IT! (haven't finished the surgery yet). Just started playing
this game. I've only played for 15 minutes , but I'm already hooked. When can I get an upgrade to make my tank faster!!! I love
the strategy to out-manuever the opponent. The timing of moving the avatar, aiming, and timing the gun makes it a fun
challenge. The graphics are cool, I like the tank\/mech avatar. The whole thing reminds me a little bit of the tanks on Tron
(although it's nothing like that, just reminded me of that classic movie). Truth be told, it takes me some time to get good at
games, so I'm not great yet, but I'll be practicing to connect with friends and destroy them.. Game is visually pleasing but riddled
with bugs. Would not recommend in its current state. I sadly was really hyped to play this game with my boyfriend and
purchased it for us both. We just keep raging at the game breaking bugs. I do plan on continuing to play but most likely at a later
date.. Nice! I never expected to actually finish this one!

Although the "game" started kinda slow, at some point I became really hooked and just couldn't stop playing the game. So the
game as a game is interesting. The story structure itself is okay, with no obvious problems. Most of the time the mechanics of
the game work intuitively, with the stats page being a good hint.

Oh, and one more thing: mixing the Slavic pantheon with a nomadic setting was... Unexpected. Slavic peoples and nomads from
the Great Steppe were fighthing for literally for centuries.. Pretty good game, all you really need is strategy to complete the
levels, price is alright, just the music lures my dog to my PC.. To be honest, I purchased this game a while ago and got a refund.
I decided to check it out again since the developer obviously cares about this game and releases regular updates. I ended up
playing 1.5 hrs non-stop and only quit because my batteries in my Vive controllers were about to die. I'm an avid shooter and the
safety rules and scenarios are spot on, this is a fantastic game if you just want to have fun but also a great training tool. I'm very
impressed and highly recommend it.
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The atmosphere is amazing and for a free experience it is entirely worth it.. Super soundtracks old school game!.
Touhouuuuuuuuuuuu~. You get what you paid for, 2K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter
looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else
don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Terry should be in every
game.. Project zomboid, What a survival game.... Its hands down the best survival game I have played, and ill explain why.

Project zomboid will test alot of survival game enthusiasts, like myself. In this game, Your going to find yourself as a lone
player surviving against the endless undead. In this game the player must endure harsh weather conditions, zombies, and random
events. This is a true life , simulation, probably the most realistic survival i have ever played. You can customize your character
traits and you can do just about anything in PZ. You can hold up in a house or go into the woods and build from the ground up,
one things for sure tho, the dead WILL come. Death is something in this game, you WILL die, but how long you survive... is up
to you. One zombie in a closet can and will test your survival instincts. The crafting system is infact immense..... The most
immense crafting system I have seen. I have played games like 7 days to die, ark, the long dark, dont starve, all of them. This
game is Hardcore. You can also customise a scenario for your pawn aswell..... in sandbox settings. Great game. Would HIGHLY
recommend to any survival enthusiasts like myself.

10\/10

btw, This is how you died.. Game doesn't work for some reason. would love to play it . But can't because it won't work.. I really
wanna recommend this game but, the dev's abandoned it. Wasn't really expecting that from a fairly well off dev like TT but,
seems like they got their b team to work on the game, even when it was in dev updates were slow, and they added DLC to the
game before release, not a good sign. Don't waste your money folks. The latest update is literally a joke, that's how much they
care. Can't say I'm angry just dissapointed.. worst game ever, when you try to play it says press any key, no matter what key you
press it puts you back to the main menu. Good to play when you only have one hand available
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